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TOPIC 8
Exploring the electromagnetic
spectrum

8.1 Overview
8.1.1 Module 7: The nature of light
The electromagnetic spectrum
Inquiry question: What is light?
Students:

• investigate Maxwell’s contribution to the classical theory of electromagnetism, including:
– unification of electricity and magnetism
– prediction of electromagnetic waves
– prediction of velocity (ACSPH113)

• describe the production and propagation of electromagnetic waves and relate these processes
qualitatively to the predictions made by Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory (ACSPH112, ACSPH113)

• conduct investigations of historical and contemporary methods used to determine the speed of light and
its current relationship to the measurement of time and distance (ACSPH082)

• conduct an investigation to examine a variety of spectra produced by discharge tubes, reflected sunlight
or incandescent filaments

• investigate how spectroscopy can be used to provide information about:
– the identification of elements

• investigate how the spectra of stars can provide information on:
– surface temperature
– rotational and translational velocity
– density
– chemical composition

FIGURE 8.1 A close-up of the Milky way. Why do stars have different colours? What
can we learn from the spectra of stars?
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8.2 James Clerk Maxwell
8.2.1 Theory of electromagnetism
In topic 4 we learned about electric and magnetic fields, and in topic 5 we learned that charges moving through
a magnetic field experience a force. Topic 6 introduced the concept of electromagnetic induction, and topic
7 introduced how the forces on moving charges can be used to make electric motors. These discoveries of
the early nineteenth century demonstrated that the phenomena of electricity and magnetism, which had been
known though natural phenomena such as lightning, electric shocks and magnetic lodestone, were linked;
changing magnetic fields causes electric charges to move, and moving electric charges generates magnetic
fields.

One of the aims of physics is to come up with theories that make sense of a range of phenomena. The more
phenomena that are explained, the more powerful the theory. Earlier chapters introduced Isaac Newton’s Law
of Universal Gravitation and his three laws of motion, which provide a theory for helping to make sense of
motion. Without a theory, what we have is experimental or empirical results. We see that a wire in a magnetic
field moves when a current is passed through it. Another experiment shows that a loop of wire moving into
a magnetic field has a brief flow of current through it. Through analysing the measurements of currents and
forces, physicists come up with laws like Faraday’s law. A theory takes the understanding to a new level. For
example, a theory of electromagnetism links all the phenomena that have been observed and analysed during
experimentation. A physicist with a theory can determine what to expect in an experiment. With a theory, the
physicist might also be able to predict the existence of phenomena that have yet to be observed.

FIGURE 8.2 James Clerk Maxwell brought together
all that was known about electricity and magnetism
into a unifying theory.

Theories need to explain all the related phenomena
that have been observed. The phenomena that theories
explain can be tested by observing the predicted phe-
nomena. A theory in science is quite different to the
way the word theory is often used in general speech.
‘I have a theory that . . .’ usually means a guess and
might be more accurately described as a hypothesis.
In science, a theory must be well tested and have
considerable explanatory capability.

James Clerk Maxwell (1831–1879) was a Scottish
physicist who developed one of the great theories of
physics. His theory of electromagnetism, published
in 1864, linked all the electric and magnetic effects
that had been observed in earlier experiments and pre-
dicted new phenomena. In fact, his theory showed not
only how electricity and magnetism are closely con-
nected but how light is too. His theory was able to
predict the speed of light and the existence of types
of light that had not yet been observed in experi-
ment. The theory of electromagnetism is encapsulated
in four equations that are named after physicists and
mathematicians who made major contributions to the
understanding of the phenomena that the equations
describe. Maxwell was able to express all that was
known about electricity and magnetism mathemat-
ically in these four equations, which is an amazing
achievement.
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AS A MATTER OF FACT
Maxwell’s equations
Maxwell’s equations make use of mathematics called vector calculus.
Gauss’s Law: ∇.E =

𝜌
𝜀0

Gauss’s Law for magnetism: ∇.B = 0

Faraday’s Law: ∇ × E = − 𝜕B
𝜕t

Ampère-Maxwell Law: ∇ × B = 𝜇0J + 𝜇0𝜀0
𝜕E
𝜕t

FIGURE 8.3 The electric flux
through a closed surface is
determined by the electric
charge contained within the
closed surface. The red field
line is due to charges ex-
ternal to the closed surface,
so it passes in and then out
of the sphere, making a zero
contribution to the electric flux.

E

Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism is summarised by the four
Maxwell equations. The actual equations involve vector calculus, which
is beyond the scope of this physics course, so we will describe them
qualitatively. They are named after those who made earlier contributions
to them:
• Gauss’s law: this law describes the electric flux produced by

electric charges. Electric flux is the electric field multiplied
by the area it passes through. Gauss’s law states that the electric flux

is proportional to the charge producing the flux: Electric flux =
q

𝜀0
.

For example, a charge in a box determines the amount of electric flux
passing through the box. If the box doubles in surface area, the density
of field lines on any section of the box will halve but the total flux is
unchanged. The total flux through the box only depends on the charge
contained within the box. The field lines from charges external to the
box will enter and then leave the box so the total contribution to the flux
is zero.

FIGURE 8.4 Gauss’s law for magnetic
fields is that the magnetic flux through
any closed surface is zero. Any field lines
leaving the surface are equalled by field
lines entering the surface. This is another
way of saying that magnetic monopoles
are not found in nature, according to
Maxwell’s theory. So far this agrees with
observation.

SN

If we consider this for a point charge, we get the special case
known as Coulomb’s Law. Coulomb’s Law says that the strength
of the electric field at any point around a point charge is given

by E =
q

4𝜋r2𝜀0

, where E is the electric field strength a distance

r from the charge; 𝜀0 is the permittivity of free space; and q is
the charge. 𝜀0 is an important constant in electromagnetism that
we will revisit.

Gauss’s law is an excellent example of how a relatively simple
idea can be expressed as a law that has far-reaching implications
in our understanding of the universe.

The important aspects for us in this chapter are that charges
produce an electric field and there is an important constant called
the permittivity of free space.

• Gauss’s law for magnetic fields: This second law is
very similar to the first but applies to magnetic rather
than electric fields. This law states that the magnetic
flux through any closed surface is equal to zero. Unlike
the positive and negative charges supplying electric flux,
magnetic poles cannot be separated. We will always have
both the north pole and the south pole of the magnet.

TOPIC 8 Exploring the electromagnetic spectrum 3
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• Faraday’s law: this describes the electric field induced by a changing magnetic field. This electric field
does not begin and end in a charge like in Gauss’s law but forms a loop. In chapter 6 we saw how
Faraday’s law can be applied to determine the emf induced by a change in flux through a coil using

𝜀 = −
∆𝜙
∆t

.

Faraday’s law links electric and magnetic fields. The emf in the equation is determined by the strength
of the electric field around the loop and the length of the loop. For a given loop, the emf is greater if the
electric field around the loop is greater.
The electric field around the loop is determined by the rate of change of magnetic flux through the loop.
This is the right-hand side of the equation. For a given loop at a fixed orientation to the magnetic field,
the change in flux is due to the rate of change in magnetic field. If there is no change in the magnetic
field, there is no electric field around the loop.
This is an important result for us in this chapter because it shows that changing magnetic fields induce
electric fields.

• Ampère-Maxwell law: This is a little like Faraday’s law but it deals with changing electric flux. A
magnetic field is produced by an electric current or by a changing electric flux. This law introduces
another constant, the permeability of free space, 𝜇0, which has an exact value and indicates the direct
proportions between the flux and the magnetic field.

Overall, the impact of Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism is that electricity and magnetism cannot
be viewed as two separate phenomena. They are both features of a more general aspect of physics called
electromagnetism. Physical theories have this unifying effect: the better the theory, the more aspects of nature
it includes.

8.2 SAMPLE PROBLEM 1

A scientific theory shows the consistency between different observations and experimental results. What
are some of the discrete phenomena linked by Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism?

SOLUTION:

Maxwell’s theory links the phenomena of electric currents, forces between charges, magnetic forces,
magnetic fields produced by electric currents, electric fields produced by changes in magnetic fields,
and forces acting between electric currents.

8.2 SAMPLE PROBLEM 2

Explain what is meant by the permittivity of free space.

SOLUTION:

The permittivity of free space is the constant of proportionality between the electric flux passing through
an enclosed space and the charge enclosed by the space.

8.2.2 An electromagnetic wave
Maxwell’s theory synthesised all that was known about electrical and magnetic physics into four equations, but
he went further. He showed mathematically, using Faraday’s law and Ampère’s Law, that an electromagnetic
wave was expected. A key strength of a good scientific theory is its ability to predict phenomena that are either
previously not observed or not known to be related. The electromagnetic wave turned out to be a triumph of
electromagnetic theory.

Waves, like particles, are an important category of phenomena in physics. The idea of a particle is quite
well understood, a lump of matter that can be considered without concern for its structure. Balls or marbles
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are models of particles. By throwing a ball across a basketball court, energy is transferred along with the
transfer of matter. By contrast, a wave is where a disturbance in a medium transfers energy but not matter.

Waves are visible in slinky springs. The spring acts as the medium. If we stretch out the spring and disturb
one end by shaking it up and down, the disturbance travels along to the other end of the spring. However, no
matter passes from the shaken end to the other end of the spring; the parts of the spring that moved up and
down are still there at that end of the spring.

FIGURE 8.5 (a) A particle transfers matter and energy. (b) A wave transfers energy without a
transfer of matter.

(a) (b)

In Maxwell’s time, it was assumed that a medium was required for electric and magnetic fields. People at
the time called this supposed medium the luminiferous aether, but it was never observed. An electromagnetic
wave is not a ripple in a slinky string or on the surface of water but, instead, is an oscillating electromagnetic
field. By Maxwell’s equations, this wave would perpetuate itself as changes in the electric field induce changes
in the magnetic field. Waves that require a medium are called mechanical waves to distinguish them from
electromagnetic waves.

8.2 SAMPLE PROBLEM 3

What are the characteristics of a wave?

SOLUTION:

Waves carry energy from one place to another without the transfer of matter.
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8.2.3 The speed of electromagnetic waves
Waves can be mathematically described by the wave equation. Maxwell was able to produce wave equations
using the Ampère-Maxwell law and Faraday’s law. Wave equations include an expression for the speed of the
wave. The speed of these electromagnetic waves was given by the following equation:

v = 1

√𝜇0𝜀0

8.2 SAMPLE PROBLEM 4

Calculate the speed of electromagnetic waves given that:
i. The permittivity of free space is 8.854 × 10–12C2 s2 kg–1 m–3

ii. The permeability of free space is 4π × 10–7 m kg C–2

SOLUTION:

v = 1

√𝜇0𝜀0

v =
1

√4 × 10−7 × 8.854 × 10−12

= 2.998 × 108 ms−1

Normally this figure is rounded to 3.0 × 108 m s–1 but the exact value is 299 792 458 m s–1.
This figure is equal to the speed of light, a fact that was noticed by Maxwell and led to his pro-
posal that light was an electromagnetic wave. He also proposed that the light we see is restricted
to a particular range of wavelengths and that there would be other wavelengths of electromagnetic
waves that are invisible to the naked eye. These have since been discovered and named in order from
shortest wavelength to longest: as gamma rays, X-rays, ultraviolet rays, visible light, infra-red radi-
ation, microwave radiation and radio waves. This discovery has totally transformed communications,
entertainment, medicine, astronomy and our understanding of the atom in the years since.

The shorter the wavelength, the greater the energy the wave carries if the intensity is constant. This
energy is related to its ionising power, with gamma rays being highly ionising (and therefore damaging
to life and other materials) and X-rays being less highly ionising. Ultraviolet light is also ionising, but
visible light is not. Infra-red, microwaves and radio waves are not ionising. They simply do not deliver
enough energy to individual electrons to allow them to escape their atoms. This does not mean, however,
that these wavelengths are safe. At sufficient intensities, they are still able to cause burns. For example,
infra-red rays from a fire are extremely dangerous and are often the cause of death in bushfires. However,
the infra-red rays from the Sun are not sufficient to burn our skin. The damage to our skin in terms of
sunburn and ultimately wrinkling, spots and skin cancer are the result of damage caused by ultraviolet
rays from the Sun.

8.2 Exercise 1
1 Which of Maxwell’s laws predicts the forces between two electric charges?
2 Explain what is meant by the permeability of free space.
3 What are the characteristics of an electromagnetic wave?
4 What is the medium for an electromagnetic wave?
5 The speed of sound (also modelled as a wave) in air is approximately 340ms–1. Compare the speed of sound

with the speed of electromagnetic waves.
6 What is the speed of ultraviolet waves?
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8.3 The production and propagation of
electromagnetic waves
8.3.1 How to make an electromagnetic wave
Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism showed that magnetic fields are formed in the presence of moving
charges (an electric current). It also showed that magnetic fields can be produced from changing electric
fields and that electric fields are produced by changing magnetic fields. The magnetic field is positioned at
right angles to the electric field. To produce an electromagnetic wave, which propagates through space, an
oscillating (vibrating) electric charge is required.

Imagine a charged sphere hanging from a spring. Pull the sphere down and let go. The sphere would oscillate
up and down on the spring. The moving charge forms an electric current that is oscillating in magnitude and
direction. This will induce a magnetic field that oscillates in magnitude and direction in proportion with the
current. This changing magnetic field induces an electric field whose magnitude varies in proportion with the
magnitude of the electric field. These oscillating fields are self-perpetuating and radiate out through space at

a speed of v = 1

√𝜇0𝜀0

= 2.998 × 108 m s−1.

FIGURE 8.6 Forms of radiation and their place in the electro-
magnetic spectrum. The visible portion of the spectrum is shown
enlarged in the upper part of the diagram.
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Charged spheres on springs are
not the normal source of electromag-
netic waves. There are many ways
that charged particles are accelerated.
For example, electrons moving in a
radio transmitter antenna oscillate in
response to an electrical signal pro-
duced by a sound recording or a disc
jockey speaking into the microphone.

The acceleration of the electrons
in different situations determines
the wavelength of the electromag-
netic waves produced. Ranges of
wavelengths are categorised based on
how they are produced and how they
interact with matter. Visible light and
infra-red were the only parts of the
spectrum that scientists were aware of
when Maxwell predicted the existence
of electromagnetic waves. The others
were discovered soon afterwards — in particular, Heinrich Hertz produced radio waves in 1887 by deliberately
setting up the conditions to produce electromagnetic waves.

8.3 SAMPLE PROBLEM 1

1. How could electromagnetic waves be produced by high-voltage power lines?
2. Does a constant DC current produce electromagnetic waves?

SOLUTION:

1. High-voltage power lines contain electrons moving backwards and forwards in an alternating
current. These electrons, which move with a frequency of 50 to 60 Hz, will generate
electromagnetic waves with a frequency of 50– 60 Hz.

TOPIC 8 Exploring the electromagnetic spectrum 7
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2. No. Changing electric fields produces changing magnetic fields. Constant magnetic and electric
fields will not produce an electromagnetic wave.

8.3 Exercise 1
In cities where there are overhead power lines for trains, trams and electric buses, car drivers notice interference
in their AM radio reception. These systems usually make use of direct current (DC) electricity. What might cause
this interference?

 

A major source of electromagnetic radiation in the universe is the capture of electrons or the transition of
electrons within atoms to lower energy levels. This will be addressed in greater detail in later chapters but
requires a quantum mechanical approach. Maxwell’s electromagnetism is part of what is known as classical
physics. This is a model that works well in many situations but as physicists learned more about atoms and
the way that they interact with light, they had to develop quantum theory, which treats light, not as an electro-
magnetic wave but as a stream of photons or an excitation in what is known as the quantum field. The photon
model retains elements of the wave model with its frequencies and wavelengths.

8.3.2 How electromagnetic waves travel
Electromagnetic waves contrast with mechanical waves resulting from the physical disturbance of a medium.
The luminiferous aether considered to be the medium for electromagnetic waves in the nineteenth century
was found to be non-existent and unnecessary. Electromagnetic waves travel most effectively when there is
no material medium, such as in interstellar space.

When travelling through transparent media such as air, water or glass, an electromagnetic wave takes longer
to cover a distance than it would in the near vacuum of space. This can be explained by the electromagnetic
radiation interacting with atoms in the medium. The atoms absorb the energy of the wave, setting electrons
within the atoms in motion, oscillating at the same frequency as the electromagnetic wave until they re-emit a
wave a short time later. This slight delay slows down the propagation of the wave. The amount that the wave
is delayed depends on features of the medium such as the distance between the atoms and the properties of
the atoms in the medium.

This difference between transparent media is referred to as optical density. The more optically dense the
medium, the greater the delay in the journey that light takes through the medium. Optical density is quantified

by the refractive index of the material. We met this in Unit 1 and 2 with the formula n =
c
v

, where n is the

refractive index, c is the speed of the electromagnetic radiation in a vacuum, and v is the effective speed of
the radiation through the transparent material.

8.3 SAMPLE PROBLEM 2

An electromagnetic wave in the radio part of the spectrum with a frequency of 100 kHz is incident on
an antenna for a radio receiver. What is the frequency that the electrons in the antenna will oscillate at
due to the reception of these radio waves?

SOLUTION:

The electrons will oscillate at 100 kHz.
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8.4 Measurement and the speed of light
8.4.1 Early measurements
In 1864, Maxwell predicted that light was an electromagnetic wave. This would be magnificent validation
of the theory of electromagnetism. The electromagnetic waves that Maxwell predicted travelled at nearly
3 × 108 m s–1 according to his mathematical analysis. How did that match up with the experimental values for
the speed of light?

FIGURE 8.7 Galileo used this method to
measure the speed of light. He attempted
to time, with his pulse, the delay between
uncovering his lantern and seeing the light
from his partner’s lantern, which his partner
uncovered at the moment when he saw the
light from Galileo’s lantern.

Attempts to measure the speed of light can be traced back
at least to Galileo Galilee over two hundred years earlier.
Speed calculations require a method of measuring distance
and time accurately. Galileo worked with an assistant, each
carrying a lamp to the top of a hill a kilometre or so apart.
Galileo was limited in his timekeeping apparatus but may
have used a clock that worked on the basis of how much
water or sand poured out in the time being measured. He
uncovered his lantern at the same time as he started his
clock. His assistant then uncovered his lantern as soon as he
saw Galileo’s lantern. Galileo then stopped his timing when
he saw his assistant’s lantern. Galileo determined that light
must travel at more than ten times the speed of sound, but
his method was inadequate to determine more than this.

About fifty years later at the Observatory of Paris, Ole
Römer stumbled across a practical consequence of the finite
speed of light that allowed him to calculate its value. The
problem with Galileo’s method was that the time taken for
light to cover the distance was far too small to measure with
the equipment available. Römer was able to increase this
distance millions of times using the motion of the Earth.

What Römer was trying to do was use the regular eclipse of Jupiter’s satellite Io, as it passed behind Jupiter,
as a clock to help explorers determine what longitude they were at. Determining longitude was a major nav-
igational problem before accurate clocks were invented. Early explorers of inland Australia, Burke and Wills,
used a navigation guide that described this technique involving Io.

Römer noticed that the average period of revolution of Io appeared to change depending on the time of
the year. At one point in Earth’s orbit around the Sun, he measured the time for Io to complete four orbits of
Jupiter by timing how long it took between successive appearances from behind Jupiter. This gave an average
of 42 hours, 28 minutes and 31.25 seconds for the period of each orbit. Then Römer observed Io at 26 orbits
of Jupiter later and found a difference between the time he expected Io to emerge from behind Jupiter and the
time it actually appeared: a quarter of an hour.

This was completely unexpected but Römer explained it. He accounted for the time difference by consid-
ering the motion of the Earth around the Sun and the finite speed of light. The first measurements were made
when Earth was at its closest to Jupiter. By the time of the last measurement, Earth had moved in its orbit so
that the distance to Jupiter was greater. Each time Io emerged from behind Jupiter, Earth had moved farther
away and the light had to travel farther to reach him, adding over thirty seconds to the measured period of Io’s
orbit. A thirty-second difference would have been difficult to measure with confidence but, after 30 of these
cycles, the time between the expected emergence of Io and when it actually became visible was a quarter
of an hour. Using the best measurements of the day for the diameter of Earth’s orbit, scientists were able to
determine the speed of light to be 210 000 kilometres per second.

TOPIC 8 Exploring the electromagnetic spectrum 9
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FIGURE 8.8 It takes Io over 42 hours to orbit Jupiter. In that time, Jupiter’s distance from the Sun has
barely changed. However, Earth has moved in its orbit so that it is now significantly farther from Jupiter,
resulting in light taking 30 seconds longer to reach the Earth. Therefore, the time observed for Io to orbit
Jupiter is its period plus 30 seconds. As Earth continues to move away from Jupiter, this difference con-
tinues so that, if we consider 30 orbits of Io, as Römer did, Io emerges 15 minutes late from behind Jupiter
based on what would be expected if the speed of light did not need to be considered.

Sun

B

Earth’s orbit

A
Io (moon)

Jupiter

More than fifty years later, in 1728, James Bradley found another practical implication of the speed of light.
While trying to measure the parallax of stars due to the Earth revolving around the Sun, he instead observed an
effect known as stellar aberration. This effect is the slight changes in the positions of stars overhead depending
on the time of the year. As with falling rain, the light appears to be arriving from further in front, the faster
you are moving. This effect would not exist if light travelled infinitely fast. Bradley determined light to be
travelling at 3 × 108 m s–1 to cause the effect he saw.

FIGURE 8.9 Due to the Earth’s motion through space, the position of an
overhead star appears very slightly shifted. Bradley used this change in
position and the known speed of the Earth to determine the speed of light
accurately.

The position
of the star

The apparent
position of the star

Difference between
vectors c and v

The Speed of light, c

The Speed of Earth, v

8.4.2 Modern values
Römer and Bradley’s measurements were what we call indirect measurements. The phenomena they observed
were explained by giving light a particular speed. In 1849, French physicist Hippolyte Fizeau invented a direct
method. Fizeau used an ingenious mechanical method for measuring the time. He had a disc with slots cut
into it at regular intervals attached to a gear system that allowed him to rotate it very fast. He could then shine
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FIGURE 8.10 Fizeau used a disc with slots cut into it to help him
time how long it took for light to travel across Paris.

Mirror, eight
km away

Slotted disc

Partially
reflecting

mirror
Observer

Light
source

light through a slot in the disc. He placed
a mirror about eight kilometres away to
reflect the light back so that it came right
back through the slots when he rotated
the disc slowly. As he increased the speed
of the disc, it started to appear trans-
parent. As he continued to increase the
speed, he reached a speed where the light
no longer came back through the disc —
it lost its transparency. By the time the
light returned to the disc from its 16-
kilometre journey, the disc had rotated
slightly so that it blocked the light. Using
the rotation rate of the disc and the frac-
tion of the circumference needed for the
disc to block the returning light, he could
determine the time that the light took
on its 16-kilometre journey. Using speed
equals distance over time, he calculated
the speed of light to be 313 000 km s–1.

FIGURE 8.11 The reflected light in Foucault’s apparatus was
deflected by an angle that depended on how far the mirror had
rotated in the time the light took to return to the mirror.

Light source

Deflection
angle

Stationary
mirror

Rotating
mirror

Observer

Another Frenchman, Leon Foucault,
used a similar method, but instead of
a rotating disc he used a rotating mir-
ror. The returning light was reflected
at an angle determined by how far
the mirror had rotated during its jour-
ney. By 1862, Foucault had refined
his measurements and determined the
speed of light to be 298 000 km s–1,
extremely close to today’s accepted
value of 299 792.458 km s–1

8.4 SAMPLE PROBLEM 1

1. What speed did Maxwell’s equations predict for light?

SOLUTION:

Maxwell’s equations predicted that light would travel at 2.998 × 108 m s–1 .

2. If Galileo had known the speed of light was about 3 × 108 m s–1, estimate, to one significant figure,
the time Galileo would have expected to elapse between the time he shone his lantern and when he
saw his assistant shine the second lantern.
SOLUTION:

t =
d
v

=
2000

300 000 000
= 7 × 10−6 s

3. Using a technique like that of Foucault, what could be done to improve the precision of the
measurement?

SOLUTION:

Using Foucault’s apparatus, measuring an angle was required. The smaller the angle, the
more uncertainty there was in the measurement. The size of the angle would depend on

TOPIC 8 Exploring the electromagnetic spectrum 11
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two factors: 1. the distance the light travelled, and 2. the rate of rotation of the mirror. Increasing
either or both these factors would increase the size of the angle of deflection and therefore the
precision for the speed of light. Any reduction in errors in the measurement of the distance that the
light travelled or the rate of rotation of the mirror would also reduce the error in the measured
value.

8.4 Exercise 1
1 Why was the measurement of the speed of light important for Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism?
2 If the slots in Fizeau’s disc were 1mm wide and the light shone through them at a radius of 20 cm from the

centre of the disc, what is the minimum number of times the disc would need to rotate per second to block
the light coming back from its 16 km journey?

3 What do you imagine were some of the difficulties that Fizeau and Foucault had to overcome to make their
measurements?

Early in the twentieth century, the American scientist Albert A. Michelson (1852–1931) used a rapidly rotating
eight-sided mirror. The light was reflected to a distant mirror approximately 35 kilometres away and then
reflected back to the rotating mirror. For some particular rotation rates, this light was reflected by only one of
the sides of the rotating mirror directly to the observer. The rotation rate can be used to calculate the speed of
light. The value Michelson obtained was 2.99 796 × 108 m s−1. He actually measured the distance of 35 km to
an accuracy of 2.5 cm.

8.4.3 The standard speed of light
In 1983, the speed of light was declared to be exactly 299 792 458 m s–1. Previous values were based on
definitions of the metre and the second. The standard for the metre had varied in the centuries since it had
been devised. Given that the speed of light was constant, it was determined that the speed of light was a precise
standard that everyone could agree on for the metre.

With the speed of light set at 299 792 458 m s–1, one metre is defined to be how far light travels in
1

299 792 458
seconds.

But what is one second? This is also defined against a very precise standard in nature. Caesium 133 atoms
have an energy transition that occurs 9 192 631 770 times per second. This value has been found to be highly
reliable and is the basis of the world’s most accurate clocks, known as atomic clocks. One second is defined
as the time taken for 9 192 631 770 of these transitions.

8.4 SAMPLE PROBLEM 2

1. Calculate how long it would take for light to travel 1 km.

SOLUTION:

t =
d
v

=
1000

299 792 458
= 3.336 × 10−6 s

2. Why is it important to have a standard of measurement?

SOLUTION:

Whenever we measure something, we use a standard. When we say something is three metres
long, we rely on having a common understanding of what a metre is. The speed of light provides a
very precise standard for the metre.
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8.4 Exercise 2
1 Calculate how far light would travel in one year.
2 What is the standard used for defining one second?

 

8.5 Exploring with the electromagnetic spectrum
8.5.1 Spectroscopes and spectroscopy
Isaac Newton (1642–1727) published his bookOpticks in 1704. In the first volume, he demonstrated that light
from the Sun can be dispersed into its constituent colours. Other theories about why rainbows formed, why
prisms of glass produced a spectrum of colours and why soap bubbles appeared coloured involved the prism,
raindrop or bubble altering the light. However, as Newton demonstrated, the prism, raindrop or bubble simply
disperse the light according to its colour (wavelength), revealing information about the Sun. Newton’s prisms
showed the colour spectrum from the Sun to contain red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet.
Note: the spectrum of the Sun is not observed directly but projected onto a screen to protect the observer’s

eyesight.
In 1802, William Wollaston (1766–1828) invented the spectroscope in an effort to explore the spectrum in

more detail. He found the solar spectrum was not continuous but was crossed by a number of black lines. In
1814, Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787–1826) mapped the spectrum in much greater detail, finding 576 black
lines. These have become known as Fraunhofer lines.

Spectroscopes use any process that disperses light into its constituent wavelengths. Typically, a prism
is used. Light entering a medium such as glass is refracted towards the normal to the surface. Different
wavelengths of light are refracted in different amounts, resulting in the light being dispersed, revealing
its colours.

Another technique to disperse light is the diffraction grating. This technique uses the phenomenon that
light passing through small holes in an object diffracts and that the diffraction depends on the wavelength of
the light.

FIGURE 8.12 A continuous spectrum produced by a spectroscope.
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FIGURE 8.13 An absorption spectrum produced by shining light with a
continuous spectrum through a cool gas.

Absorption spectrum
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them in all directions.

 
FIGURE 8.14 The absorption spectrum for hydrogen.

Absorption lines

 8.5 SAMPLE PROBLEM 1

1. What is the purpose of a spectroscope?

SOLUTION:

A spectroscope is an instrument designed to examine the spectrum of light coming from a source.
2. How does a spectroscope disperse light into its constituent colours?

SOLUTION:

A spectroscope uses the fact that a glass prism refracts different wavelengths of light by different
amounts. When light enters the spectroscope, it is separated according to the wavelengths that
make it up. This effect can also be achieved using a diffraction grating.

 

8.5.2 Discharge tubes
Discharge tubes are glass tubes that have most of the air pumped out of them. An electrode is placed at each
end and a large DC voltage is applied. Above a certain voltage, atoms in the gas in the tube are ionised and a
stream of electrons flows from the negative electrode (cathode) to the positive electrode (anode). These beams
were first observed before the discovery of the electron and called cathode rays. This was the basis for old
televisions and computer monitors (prior to flat screen televisions).
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In this process, these tubes fluoresce as electrons in the atoms of the gas change energy levels. Differ-
ent gases can be used in discharge tubes to produce different colours. Fluorescent lights and neon signs are
examples of discharge tubes. Fluorescent lights emit in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum, but this part of the
spectrum is invisible to our eyes. To get around this problem, the glass tubes are coated with a material that
absorbs the UV light and re-emits it in the visible part of the spectrum.

The light produced by a discharge tube is known as an emission spectrum. Only colours corresponding
to particular wavelengths of light are produced. Neon, for example, has emission lines in the blue, green,
yellow, orange and red parts of the visible spectrum. However, the net result of this combination appears red
to our eyes.

FIGURE 8.15 Discharge tubes
like neon signs produce emission
spectra.

Discharge tubes provided further evidence of the electromagnetic
waves that Maxwell predicted. William Röntgen was studying the
effects of a discharge tube in 1895. He worked in a darkened room
with the discharge tube covered. Two metres away, he happened to
have a screen covered in fluorescent material that he noticed would
glow when he applied a very high voltage across the electrodes of his
tube. He discovered there was a form of radiation produced by the
discharge tube that could pass through the covers over the tube. He
then took photographs of his wife’s hand using this ‘X-ray’ light,
showing that the X-rays passed through her skin but not so well
through her bones or her wedding ring. This new discovery was
almost immediately put to use in medicine.

The high energy electromagnetic waves observed by Röntgen were caused by the high energies of the
electrons resulting from the high voltage he applied to the electrodes. These electrons accelerated rapidly and
stopped when they hit the anode, releasing energy in the form of X-rays.

FIGURE 8.16 The colours in neon signs
are produced by including the gases of
different elements.

FIGURE 8.17 William Röntgen’s 1895
X-rays passed through his wife’s skin but
not so well through her bones or her
wedding ring.
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8.5 SAMPLE PROBLEM 2

1. Compare the features of an absorption spectrum for neon and its emission spectrum.

SOLUTION:

The absorption spectrum is a continuous spectrum with dark lines cutting through it. The emission
spectrum only has light at particular frequencies. These correspond with the dark lines in the
absorption spectrum.

2. The kinetic energy of an electron accelerated by a voltage is given by Ek = qV where q is the
charge on the electron, 1.6 × 10–19 C. Calculate the energy of an electron accelerated by 100 kV.

SOLUTION:

Ek = qV = 1.6 × 10–19 × 100 × 103 = 1.6 × 10–14 J (or 100 keV).

8.5.3 Reflected sunlight
Most of what we see during daytime is due to sunlight reflecting off a surface into our eyes. The sunlight
arrives as a nearly white light. When it reflects, it shows all the different colours that we see. As Newton
discovered over three hundred years ago, the light from the Sun contains a full spectrum of colours. What
we see in reflected light is the combination of colours that reflect. Some of the wavelengths are absorbed by
molecules in the material we are looking at. The molecules absorb some frequencies and reflect others. This
results in some parts of the spectrum being more intense than others in producing the colours that appear.

8.5.4 Incandescent filaments
FIGURE 8.18 The glow of an incandescent
light globe is caused by an electric current
heating up a tungsten wire filament.

Incandescence is the effect of dense objects emitting elec-
tromagnetic radiation due to their temperature. A continu-
ous spectrum is emitted but this spectrum is mostly in the
infra-red and needs to be very hot before there is enough
intensity in the visible part of the spectrum for us to be
able to see it. Incandescent light bulbs were a major source
of lighting until fluorescent and LED lighting replaced
them. Fluorescent and LED lights can be made to pro-
duce wavelengths predominantly in the visible part of the
spectrum, making them much more energy efficient than
incandescent globes.

Incandescent globes emit electromagnetic waves that
peak in intensity in the infra-red part of the spectrum. As
a result, the ‘white’ light they produce is stronger in the
red end of the spectrum. This gives the light they produce
a warmth that is more appealing than many of the fluor-
escent lights. Fluorescent lights often come with a ‘warm
white’ option that tries to mimic the experience provided
by incandescent lights.

The electrons in the tungsten metal of incandescent light
bulbs are able to move relatively freely in the metal so they
can produce electromagnetic waves at a wide range of fre-
quencies, unlike those in gases, which are restricted to the
allowed energies of the atoms of the gas.
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FIGURE 8.19 The spectra varies with the light source.

8.5 SAMPLE PROBLEM 3

Compare the spectra of light from fluorescent and incandescent lights.

SOLUTION:

The spectrum from a fluorescent light is a series of emission lines. The spectrum from an incandescent
globe is continuous.

8.5 Exercise 1
1 What did Wollaston observe in the solar spectrum?
2 When do these features appear in a spectrum?
3 Compare the energy per electron in a discharge tube producing X-rays with those of electrons in a radio

antenna.
4 Contrast what a scientist would see viewing the fluorescent light from a neon discharge tube through a

spectroscope to the light from a star.
5 Investigate why it is difficult to replicate the light of an incandescent lamp using fluorescent or LED lights.

8.6 Signatures of the elements
8.6.1 Unique signatures
Spectroscopy, the analysis of the electromagnetic spectrum, has proved to be a very powerful tool in science.
It has helped reveal the structure of atoms and the elements that make up stars and galaxies. In 1859, Gustav
Kirchhoff (1824–1887) with his friend Robert Bunsen (1811–1899) used Bunsen’s burner to burn elements
and clearly describe the cause of these spectral lines. They found that:

• a continuous colour spectrum is produced by glowing solids or dense gaseous bodies like the Sun (a
continuous blackbody spectrum)
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• if a gas exists is between the light source and the spectroscope, light is absorbed from the continuous
spectrum at wavelengths or colours characteristic of the chemical components of the gas (an absorption
spectrum)

• a glowing gas produces bright lines on a dark background at wavelengths or colours characteristic of
the chemical components of the gas (an emission spectrum).

They also found that the lines produced in the absorption and emission spectra were characteristic of the
atoms that were heated or that the light passed through. No two elements produced the same spectrum, but
every atom of a particular element produced the same spectrum. This made the spectroscope a powerful tool
for analysing chemicals in the laboratory and in stars to determine the elements they contained. It also helped
developed the understanding of the structure of the atom and introduce a whole new understanding of physics:
quantum mechanics.

FIGURE 8.20 Burning elements in a flame is called a flame test. Dif-
ferent elements can produce different and vivid colours when burned
in a flame.

In 1868, Joseph Norman Lock-
yer (1836–1920) detected some
Fraunhofer lines in the solar spec-
trum that did not correspond with
any known element on Earth. He
predicted that there must be an as
yet undiscovered element in the
Sun and called it helium, after the
Greek helios, meaning Sun. William
Ramsay (1852–1916) confirmed this
in 1895, when he isolated the gas
helium in the laboratory. Although
the second most common element
in the universe, helium is rare on
Earth because it has so little mass
that, even at normal temperatures, it
has sufficient energy to escape the
atmosphere, a property that makes it
useful in blimps and party balloons.
Helium is also extremely unreactive with other chemicals, so it forms few compounds, unlike hydrogen,
which is even less massive but occurs in many compounds on Earth, including water and organic compounds.

FIGURE 8.21 Every element has a unique spectrum: (a) carbon (b) hydrogen, and (c) mercury vapour.
(b)

(c)

(a)
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8.7 Stellar spectra
8.7.1 Surface temperature
In the 1920s, astronomers such as Cecilia Payne determined how stellar temperatures related to spectra. The
spectrum of a star is not of equal intensity for all colours. The astronomers found that hot stars radiate more
energy at short wavelengths than cooler stars. Short wavelengths correspond to the blue end of the visible
spectrum, while longer wavelengths correspond to the red end of the spectrum.

We are all familiar with this relationship between colour and temperature. In the school laboratory, you
have probably used a Bunsen burner. These burners have two settings, one a cool, yellow flame and the other
a hot, blue flame. The flames emit more than just the colours we see. If you hold your hand in the air about
30 cm from the flame, you can feel heat, indicating that the flame is emitting infra-red radiation that we can
feel but cannot see.

Astronomers generally like to use the Kelvin temperature scale. Every degree in temperature difference
is the same as the Celsius scale, but 0 K is set at the coldest possible temperature, which corresponds to
−273.15° C. This means that 0 °C is 273.15 K.

On a clear night it is possible to see some variation in the colour of stars, but the rods in the retinas of our
eyes that are responsible for distinguishing colours are not very sensitive to dim light. A photograph will show
the colours much more clearly. We notice that some stars are red and some are white or blue. The Sun is a
yellow star, indicating that it is neither particularly hot nor cool in the range of star temperatures. The colour
of a star indicates the area of the spectrum of the star that is most intense. Some stars are so hot that they emit
most of their radiation at very short wavelengths of ultraviolet light, making them invisible from Earth. They
must be observed using UV telescopes in orbit because the atmosphere absorbs most UV radiation, preventing
it from reaching ground-based telescopes.

The temperature of a star’s outer layers determines its colour. The core of the star is much hotter than the
outer layers, due to fusion reactions and gravitational energy.

FIGURE 8.22 Emission at different
wavelengths for objects of different
temperatures.
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FIGURE 8.23 A portion of the night sky including the
constellation of Orion. Four of the brightest stars in the sky can
be seen. Notice the different colours: Betelgeuse is a red
supergiant, Rigel is a blue supergiant, Sirius and Procyon are
white main sequence stars.
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8.7.2 More stellar characteristics
A star rotates on an axis positioned through the middle of it, similar to the Earth’s axis of rotation running
through the north and south poles. This rotation affects the Fraunhofer lines in the absorption spectrum from
the star. The lines appear a little wider due to what is known as the Doppler Effect, an effect that changes
the wavelengths of waves whose source is moving towards or away from us. When a wave source is moving
away from the observer, its frequency is measured to be lower by the observer. This means that the features
in the light spectrum (such as absorption lines in the yellow part of the spectrum) are shifted towards the blue
end if a light source like a star is moving towards us and shifted towards the red end if the star is moving
away from us. These effects on the frequency (or wavelength) of the spectra are called blue-shift and red-shift
respectively. The Doppler effect is described in more detail in Chapter 12 as it has been one of most powerful
tools that we have for understanding the universe. This means that astronomers can detect the rotations of
stars that appear in the largest telescopes as mere points of light.

The absorption lines of stars are also affected by the density of the gases in the star’s outer layers. We
will learn in chapter 12 that stars expand greatly towards the end of their life cycle due to the heating of
the outer layers of gas. This greatly reduces the density of this part of the star. As a result, there are fewer
collisions between atoms than in more dense stars. For stars with denser outer layers, there is a broadening of
the absorption lines. Astronomers need to distinguish whether the broadening is due to the star’s rotation or
due to the density of the star’s outer layers.

As mentioned above in the discovery of helium, the spectra from stars reveals the chemical composition of
the star. Through spectroscopy, astronomers can determine the proportions of elements in different stars and
relate that information to the material that the star must have been made from.

The electromagnetic spectrum predicted by Maxwell a little over 150 years ago has been one of the most
important discoveries in the history of humanity. It has provided us with communication and entertainment
through radio, television, wi-fi, bluetooth and remote controls. It has enabled us to explore the structure of
the atom in a way that led to the quantum mechanics on which electronics, chemistry and our understanding
of matter is based. It was the basis for Einstein’s Theory of Special Relativity and our understanding of the
structure and nature of the universe.

FIGURE 8.24 The rotation of a star is revealed by the widening of the
spectral lines.

The absorption lines become
wider as the light is red-shifted

Low frequencyHigh frequency

Light is blue-shifted

Light is red-shifted

Unshifted Light
Rotating Star

As well as determining the rotation of a star, the Doppler effect provides a powerful tool for determining
the radial velocity of the star. The radial velocity is the component of the star’s velocity along the line between
the observer on Earth and the star. The actual translational velocity of the star is the vector sum of the radial
velocity and the tangential velocity, the component of velocity at right angles to the radial velocity.
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FIGURE 8.25 The translational motion of a star.
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8.8 Review
8.8.1 Summary

• In the 1860s, James Clerk Maxwell produced his theory of electromagnetism, which encapsulated what
was known about electricity and magnetism to that time.

• Maxwell’s theory included the electric force between charges, the forces acting between electric
currents and Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction.

• Maxwell’s theory unified the phenomena of electricity and magnetism — they are both aspects of
electromagnetism.

• Maxwell’s theory predicted the existence of electromagnetic waves whose speeds are determined by

v = 1

√𝜇0𝜀0

where 𝜀0is the permittivity of free space, 8.854 × 10−12C2s2kg−1m−3and  𝜇0 the

permeability of free space 4𝜋 × 10−7mkgC−2.
• This determines the speed of electromagnetic waves to be 2.998 × 108 m s−1, which is the same as the

speed of light. Maxwell suggested that light is an electromagnetic wave and that there are similar waves
of different frequencies that we cannot see.

• Electromagnetic waves are produced by accelerating charges. For example, electrons oscillating at high
frequency in a radio antenna produce radio waves. These waves are of the same nature as light but have
lower frequency.

• Over time, electromagnetic waves over the entire spectrum, such as X-rays, ultraviolet waves, gamma
rays, infra-red waves and radio waves, were discovered as predicted.

• Electromagnetic waves are not disturbances in a material medium; they are not mechanical waves like
sound or water waves. Instead, they propagate because a changing magnetic field produces a changing
electric field at right angles to it, which produces a changing magnetic field. These fields radiate
through space at the speed of light.

• Early attempts to measure the speed of light were made by Galileo and Römer. More accurate
measurements were made by scientists such as Fizeau and Foucault in the eighteenth century, using
rotating discs or mirrors to accurately time how long it took for light to travel a known distance.

• Spectroscopes separate light into its range of colours. Light from discharge tubes reveals emission
spectra; reflected sunlight reveals a continuous spectra with stronger intensities relating to the colour of
the reflected light; and incandescent filaments produce continuous spectra where the peak of intensity
is in the infra-red (frequencies lower than visible light).

• Spectroscopes can reveal emission or absorption lines in spectra. Each element has a unique
combination of emission and absorption lines. This enables the elements present in the gas producing
the light, or that the light has passed through, to be determined.

• The surface temperatures of stars can be determined by measuring the frequency of the peak in the
intensity spectrum of the light from that star. The higher the frequency, the hotter the surface of the star.

• The rotation of the star can be determined by the width of the absorption lines in the spectrum.
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• The radial component of the translational velocity of a star can be determined by the blue-shift or
red-shift of the star. The tangential component needs to be determined in other ways.

• The density of a star affects the width of the spectral lines. This is important in determining whether a
star is on the main sequence or at another stage of its life cycle.

• The chemical composition of stars is revealed by the lines in the stellar spectra. Each element produces
a unique series of lines in the spectrum.

Questions
1. Who was the key nineteenth-century scientist who produced a unified theory of electromagnetism?
2. Provide examples that demonstrate that electricity and magnetism are not separate phenomena.
3. What is a major prediction of the theory of electromagnetism?
4. How was the prediction of electromagnetic waves a good test for the theory of electromagnetism?
5. When was the theory of electromagnetism developed?
6. What formula did Maxwell determine from his equations for the speed of electromagnetic waves?
7. Did the value for the speed of electromagnetic waves calculated by Maxwell match the value

measured by Fizeau or Foucault more closely?
8. Foucault’s accurate measurement of the speed of light was published a few years before Maxwell’s

equations, which enabled the prediction of the speed of light. How might the measurement of the
speed of light have influenced Maxwell’s work?

9. How are electromagnetic waves produced?
10. Use your understanding of electromagnetism to describe the difference between what is happening in

a radio transmitter’s antenna and a radio receiver’s antenna.
11. What is the difference between an electromagnetic wave and a mechanical wave such as sound?
12. A disturbance in the medium propagates a sound wave. How does an electromagnetic wave propagate

through space?
13. Given the concept of a wave, why can an electromagnetic wave be called a wave even though there is

no medium required for it to propagate?
14. Not only electromagnetic radiation reaches Earth from the Sun. Particles such as electrons and protons

also are emitted by the Sun and reach Earth. What is the difference between particles and waves?
15. What two measurements are required for a direct measurement of the speed of light?
16.(a) Light takes 8 minutes and 20 seconds to reach Earth from the Sun. How far away is the Sun?

(b) Light takes 1.3 seconds to reach Earth from the Moon. How far away is the Moon?

(c) Light takes 5
3
4

hours to reach Earth from Pluto. How far away is Pluto?

(d) If your friend travelled to Pluto, how long would it take to receive a message from her by radio?
17. Can the current value of 299 792 458 m s–1for the speed of electromagnetic waves be improved on by

more accurate measurements?
18.(a) How is the metre currently defined?

(b) What distance is 1 light second?
19.(a) What is the difference between the source of light in an incandescent light and a discharge tube?

(b) Explain why discharge tubes need to be coated in a fluorescing surface to be useful as house
lighting.

20.(a) Describe the electromagnetic spectrum of objects that appear green when sunlight reflects from
them.

(b) Use the electromagnetic spectrum to explain the appearance of objects having different shades of
green.

21. Name two other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum that we receive from the Sun and the effects
these have on humans.

22. How can the emission or absorption spectra be used to identify elements present in a gas?
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23.(a) Identify the elements (A, B, C, D) present in the gas that the light in the spectrum shown as X has
passed through. The lines shown are absorption lines.

FIGURE 8.26

X

A

B

C

D

(b) Sketch the spectrum of an element that is in X but is not listed in A, B, C or D.
24. What instrument is used for creating a spectrum for the analysis of light?
25.(a) What are two components that can be used in the instrument mentioned in question 24 to disperse

the light into its spectrum?
(b) For each, name the wave-like phenomenon that is employed to disperse the light.

26. What happens to the intensity peak in the spectrum from an incandescent source as the source gets
hotter?

27. Name three common incandescent light sources.
28. How can the surface temperature of stars be determined?
29. Sketch the intensity spectrum of the Sun and add to your sketch the intensity spectrum of a hotter star.
30. List three ways that electromagnetic waves have helped us to learn about distant stars.
31. How does the Doppler effect help astronomers to determine the translational velocity of stars?
32. The following diagrams show 1) a spectrum of gases in the laboratory and 2) the spectrum from a star.

What can we determine about the star from these spectra?

FIGURE 8.27

1

BlueRed

2

33. How was the element helium discovered?
34. How could an astronomer distinguish between a spectrum of a new element in a star and a star’s

spectrum that had been red-shifted or blue-shifted due to radial motion relative to Earth?
35. Astronomers claim that all the stars in the universe are made from the same elements of matter as

those that make up our solar system. Explain how they can make this claim.
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36. List as many uses of electromagnetic waves in your house that you can and identify which parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum they use.

37. Write an argument for the discovery of electromagnetic radiation being one of the greatest scientific
discoveries ever.

38. Read some reports of purported health risks due to electromagnetic waves from mobile phones. State
your own opinion on these risks based on your readings and support it with the information in the
readings and your understanding of electromagnetic waves.

39. Investigate the radio wave part of the electromagnetic spectrum. How is each part used and why are
different frequency bands more suited to different purposes?

40. Investigate why your AM radio does not work well in a concrete building.
41. Research what scientists have learned about the universe from telescopes that detect non-visible parts

of the electromagnetic spectrum.

C Investigation: The colour of stars
Searchlight ID: doc-17421

PRACTICAL INVESTIGATIONS
The colour of stars

Aim
To model the colour of stars by connecting an incandescent globe to different voltages.

Apparatus
• 12V globe
• variable 12 V power supply
• hand spectroscope.

Method
1. Darken the room and set the power supply on the 12V setting.
2. Use the spectroscope to observe the light produced; record the most prominent colours featured in the

spectrum.
3. Repeat the process with successively lower voltages until the light is no longer visible.
4. Record your results in a table like the one shown here.

Power supply setting Red Orange Yellow Green Blue Indigo Violet
1
2

Analysis
1. What happens to the temperature of the filament as you decrease the power setting?
2. Describe what happens to the colours of the light produced by the globe as the filament’s temperature is

decreased.
3. Relate your observations to the colour of stars.
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